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Abstract
Credit scoring has become very important issue due to the recent growth of the credit industry, so the credit
department of the bank faces a large amount of credit data. Clearly it is impossible analyzing this huge amount of
data both in economic and manpower terms, so data mining techniques were employed for this purpose. So far many
data mining methods are proposed to handle credit scoring problems that each of them, has some prominences and
limitations than the others, but there is no a comprehensive reference introducing most used data mining method in
credit scoring problem. The aim of this study is providing a comprehensive literature survey related to applied data
mining techniques in credit scoring context. Such reference can help the researchers to be aware of most common
methods in credit scoring evaluation, find their limitations, improve them and suggest new method with better
capabilities. At the end we notice the limitation of the most proposed methods and suggest the more applicable
method than other proposed.
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1. Introduction
Increasing the demand for consumer credit has led to the competition in credit industry. So credit managers have to
develop and apply machine learning methods to handle analyzing credit data in order to saving time and reduction
errors. Credit scoring can be defined as a technique that helps lenders decide whether to grant credit to the applicants
with respect to the applicants' characteristics such as age, income and marital status[1]. In recent years, several
quantitative methods have been proposed for credit risk evaluation. Among all existent approaches, data mining
methods have found more popularity than the others because of their ability in discovering practical knowledge from
the database and transforming them into useful information. The first researches into credit scoring were done by
Fisher and Durand, who applied linear and quadratic discriminant analysis respectively to categorize credit
applications as good or bad ones. This study aims to prepare a literature survey in data mining technique applied in
credit risk evaluation problem from 2000 to 2010. The main purpose of this study is helping to researchers to be
aware of the present methods, find their limitations and suggest more efficient methods.

2. Credit Scoring
Credit scoring models are known as statistical models which have been widely used to predict the default risk of
individuals or companies. These are multivariate models which use the main economic and financial indicators of a
company or individuals' characteristic such as age, income and marital status as input, assign them a weight which
reflect its relative importance in predicting default. The result is an index of creditworthiness that is expressed as a
numerical score, which measures the borrower’s probability of default. The initial credit scoring models are devised
in the 1930s by authors such as [2] and [3], and developed with studies by [4], [5] and others from 1960. [6] Has
done a comprehensive survey on credit and behavioral scoring.
2.1 Type of scoring
Based on [7] there are different kinds of scoring:
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Application Scoring: This king of scoring consists of estimation creditworthiness of a new applicant who
applies for credit. It estimates credit risk with respect to social, demographic financial conditions of a new
applicant to decide whether to grand credit to them or not.
Behavioral Scoring: It is similar to application scoring with difference that it involves existing customers,
so the lender has some evidences about borrower’s behavior to dynamic management of portfolio process.
Collection Scoring: Collection scoring classifies customers into different groups according to their levels of
insolvency. In the other words, it separates the customers who need more decisive actions from those who
do not require to be attended to immediately. These models are used in order to management of delinquent
customers from the first signs of delinquency.
Fraud Detection: It categorizes the applicants according to the probability that an applicant be guilty.

2.2 Application of Credit Scoring Models
Reference [8] Introduce three major credit scoring application:
 Credit scoring for credit cards
 Credit scoring for mortgages
 Credit scoring for small business lending

3. Research Methodology
For doing this research, we searched online journal databases which some of them are referenced here. These
databases include Science Direct; Scopus, Emerald, Springer, IEEE Explore, Jstore, John Wiley, Academic Search
Primier. The searched Journals include Expert Systems with Applications, European Journal of Operational
Research, Computers & Operations Research, Computer Engineering and Applications, Journal of Empirical
Finance, Journal of Banking & Finance, Journal of Business Economics and Management, Mathematics and
Economics, IEEE international conference papers. It is also used some books in credit risk and data mining context.
Credit Scoring, Credit Risk, Credit Rating, Data Mining, Classification, Neural Network, Bayesian Classifier,
Discriminant Analysis, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, Fuzzy
Rule-Based System, Survival Analysis and Hybrid Model were the most useful keywords to find articles.
This survey is done in two stages: in first stage we selected the articles related to the credit scoring, by reviewing
abstracts and titles. In this stage, it is identified approximately two hundred articles based on the descriptors "credit
scoring" and "data mining". Then we extract most used data mining methods in credit scoring context from the
articles and some books. At next stage, the articles associated with each data mining method applied for credit
scoring task were collected from 2000 to 2010.

4. Literature Survey
4.1 Data Mining
Nowadays each individual and organization – business, family or institution – produces and collects huge volume of
data about itself and its environment. Based on [9] " Data mining is the process of selection, exploration, and
modeling of large quantities of data to discover regularities or relations that are at first unknown with the aim of
obtaining clear and useful results for the owner of the database." Data mining is a useful tool for taking strategic
decision and play important role in market segmentation, customer services, fraud detection, credit and behavior
scoring and benchmarking [10], [6]. In this study we consider ten data mining method employed for credit scoring.
4.2 Data Mining Techniques Employed For Credit Scoring
Several single and hybrid data mining methods are applied for credit scoring problem [11], [12], [13], [14], [15].
The most used applied methods for doing credit scoring task are derived from classification technique. Classification
can involve any context in which some decision or forecast is made on the basis of available information. It can be
defined as a method which classifies the members of a given set of instances into some groups in terms of their
characteristics. Classification task is very suited to data mining methods and techniques.
Reference [16] Prepare a study that investigates several classification techniques in term of their advantages and
limitations in credit risk assessment. They consider Probit, Neural Network, decision tree and k-NN models and
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some combination of these methods for this purpose. The k-NN method obtains the best result among the mentioned
methods. [17]Employ Multi-group Hierarchical DIScrimination (M.H.DIS) method for classifying purpose in credit
risk context and measure the efficiency of this model against some traditional methods such as discriminant analysis,
logit analysis, and probit analysis. They conclude that the proffered model has more classification ability versus
benchmarked methods. [18] Assess the ability of some classification methods in handling credit scoring task. These
methods include linear discriminant analysis, logistic regression, neural networks, k-nearest neighbor, support vector
machines, classification and regression tree and multivariate adaptive regression splines. Based on this study, SVM,
MARS, logistic regression and neural network prepare very good classification, though LDA and CART are very
user-friendly tools in building a credit scoring model. [19] Probe the suitability of self organization maps (SOMs)
for credit scoring. They also note the advantages of application integrated SOM with some supervised classifier
instead of solely SOMs method. [20]Peruse eleven classifiers of five different types included Bayesian theory,
Neural networks, Statistical tools, Machine learning methods, Kernel based model. They do this study to finding the
best method in term of prediction accuracy of default probability. It is shown in this study that the kernel based RBF
neural network is the best method in identifying the true positives. [14] Compare the profitability of seven data
mining classification techniques: naive Bayes, logistic regression, neural network, decision table, decision tree, knearest neighbor, and support vector machine with and without unifying domain knowledge. For this purpose,
misclassification cost and area under the curve (AUC) are used for analyzing the results. Their study findings show
that incorporating domain knowledge improves the effectiveness of some data mining methods. [21]Use a
mathematical programming (MP) discriminant analysis method and compare its performance with logistic
regression, discriminant analysis, k-NN classifier and support vector machine technique. Evaluate the ability of
discriminant analysis, logistic regression, neural network and classification and regression tree in prediction and
classification task. CART and neural network outperform the others method based on this study. [22] Review the
applicability of some binary classification methods in term of predictive and classification accuracy using fourteen
datasets. [23] Explore the classification accuracy of K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine and Neural
Network, without features selection. The results indicate that integrating these methods with effective feature
selection approaches lead to more accurate classification. [24] Investigate the capability of five classifier and pairs
of classifier ensembles in handling of credit risk prediction. The results show that combining the individual classifier
can improve the accuracy of predictive models. [7] Design an ensemble credit scoring model that able to manage
missing information, unbalanced data and non ii-d data points. It is brought several studies which used data mining
techniques in credit scoring in Table 1.
 Neural network: Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-linear statistical modeling based on the
function of the human brain. They are powerful tools for unknown data relationship modeling. ANNs able
to recognize the complex pattern between input and output variables then predict the outcome of new
independent input data.
 Bayesian classifier: A Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes' theorem
(from Bayesian statistics) with strong (naive) independence assumptions and is particularly suited when the
dimensionality of the inputs is high. A naive Bayes classifier assumes that the existence (or nonexistence)
of a specific feature of a class is unrelated to the existence (or nonexistence) of any other feature. The
major disadvantage of this model is that the predictive accuracy is highly correlated with this assumption.
An advantage of this method is that it requires a small amount of training data to estimate the parameters
(means and variances of the variables) necessary for classification.
 Discriminant analysis: Discriminant analysis which was studied by Fisher as early as 1936 is an alternative
to logistic regression that assumes the explanatory variables follow a multivariate normal distribution and
have a common variance-covariance matrix. This method is used to classifying observations in two classes.
The objective of this method is to minimize the distance within each group and maximize the distance
between different groups using discriminant function. The main drawbacks of this model are its unrealistic
assumptions.
 Logistic regression: Logistic regression is a form of linear regression. This model can predict a discrete
outcome from a set of variables that may be continuous, discrete, dichotomous, or a mix of any of these.
Generally, the dependent or response variable is dichotomous. .The relationship between the predictor and
response variables is not a linear function in logistic regression. The advantages of this method are that the
logistic regression does not assume linearity of relationship between the independent variables and the
dependent, does not require normally distributed variables and the weakness of the model is that the
independent variables be linearly related to the logit of the dependent variable.
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K-nearest neighbor: K-nearest neighbor is a nonparametric classifier based on learning by similarity. A
training data set is collected, for this training data set, a distance function is introduced between the
explanatory variable of observations. For each new observation this method explores the pattern space for
the K nearest neighbors that are closest to the new observation in term of distance between the explanatory
variables. The new observation is assigned to the class which its most KNN belong to that class.
Decision tree: A classification tree is a tree-like graph of decisions and their possible consequences. Topmost node in this tree is the root node which a decision is supposed to take on it. In each inner node, it is
done a test on an attribute or input variable. Each branch which follows the node lead to the result of the
test, and the classes are represented by leaf nodes. Classification trees are used when the response variable
is quantitative discrete or qualitative. CT is based on maximizing purity measure of the response variables
of the observations. The advantage of this method is that it is a white box model and so it is simple to
understand and explanation, but the limitation of this model is that, it can not be generalized a designed
structure for one context to the other contexts.
Survival analysis: This method is a new credit scoring model. The conventional method can distinguish
good borrowers from bed ones at the time of loan application, but this model can compute the profitability
of the customers over the customers' lifetime and perform profit scoring [25]. SA can predict the time until
the event will occur instead of predicting the probability of occurrence an event.
Fuzzy rule-based system: It helps to creditors in designing rules that accurately derive the credit score with
explanation, while most of credits scoring models focus on estimating a score without explanation how the
results obtained. The advantages of this model are that the fuzzy rules are capable of handling both
quantitative and qualitative factors, so if there are a large set of inputs, scoring results will be less sensitive
to small measurement errors.
Support vector machine: Support vector machine is a classifier technique, first proposed by [26]. This
method involves three elements. A score formula which is a linear combination of features selected for the
classification problem, an objective function which considers both training and test samples to optimize the
classification of new data, an optimizing algorithm for determining the optimal parameters of training
sample objective function. The advantages of the method are that, in the nonparametric case, SVM requires
no data structure assumptions such as normal distribution and continuity. SVM can perform a nonlinear
mapping from an original input space into a high dimensional feature space and this method is capable of
handling both continuous and categorical predictions. The weaknesses of this method are that, it is difficult
to interpret unless the features interpretable and standard formulations do not contain specification of
business constraints [8].
Hybrid models: These models are credit scoring models which are developed by integrating two or more
existing models. The advantage of these models is that the creditor can benefit form the advantages of two
or more models and also they can remove the weakness of a model by combining them with the other
models, but this type of methods are difficult to formulate and implement than simple methods[8].
TABLE 1: Data

Data mining
techniques

mining approaches in credit scoring
References

Neural network

[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] and[34]

Bayesian classifier

[35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40] and [41]

Discriminant analysis

[5], [42], [43], [44], [45] and [46]

Logistic regression

[47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53] and [54]

K-nearest neighbor

[55], [56], [57], [58] and [59]

Decision tree

[60], [61], [18], [62], [63], [64], [65] and [66]

Survival analysis

[67], [68], [25], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75] and [76]
[77], [78], [50], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83] and [84]
[85], [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95],
[96], [97], [98], [99] and [100]
[101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109],
[110], [111] and [112]

Fuzzy rule-based system
Support vector machine
Hybrid models
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5. Conclusion
Credit scoring has become very important issue due to the recent growth of the credit industry, so the credit
department of the bank faces the huge numbers of consumers' credit data to process, but it is impossible analyzing
this huge amount of data both in economic and manpower terms. In this study we reviewed the papers which have
applied data mining methods in credit risk evaluation problem. Ten data mining technique which were most used
method in the credit risk evaluation context were extracted, and then we searched almost all papers which had
focused on these ten methods form 2000 to 2010. It is concluded that the support vector machine has been widely
applied in recent years. Since to improve the performance of this model, it is necessary a method for reduction the
feature subset, many hybrid SVM based model are proposed. Moreover the hybrid models have been attended in the
last decade because of its enjoying from advantages of two or more models. Many of these proposed models can
only classify customers into two classes “good” or “bad” ones. Form the perspective of risk management, prediction
the probability of default for each applicant, who apply for a credit, will be more meaningful than classifying them
into the binary classes. For this reason we propose the models which have the ability of estimation the probability of
default, and also are simple to interpret and understand. It is noticeable that if we can reach this goal, in fact we have
could classify customers into “good” or “bad” classes according to their probability of default.
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